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Introduction: the discussed results were obtained with the RUN II data

CMS is contributing 
intensively into the heavy flavor 
and particularly in the 
searches of the BSM Physics
in b-hadron decays 

In this talk selected new results from 13 TeV data sample will be discussed
(2)

 160 fb-1 has been delivered by the LHC 

in Run 2 (2015-2018) at s=13 TeV. 

 Very efficient data collection by CMS

with improved track momentum resolution

recorded over 140 fb-1 of physics-quality data.

 Ingenious trigger algorithms were developed 

for efficient online event selection.



R(K) = Br(B+  K+ + -) / Br(B+  K+ e+e-)

In the SM the electrons and muons have identical couplings to gauge bosons. 

This is known as Lepton Flavor Universality (LFU).

Rare B decays provide excellent place to test LFU. 

Loop diagrams  Beyond SM physics might affect observables such as Br.fr. and R(K)
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Experimental situation with R(K)

was

now

In SM this is 1 with 1% accuracy
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Method and data sample

Trigger B           muon with pt>6,9,12 GeV and IPS>3,5 

PV

Unbiased probe b-hadron

To collect B+ --> e+e-K+ events 

in 2018 a dedicated trigger was proposed, developed and successfully implemented: BParking

Stored on tape;

Long delay in reconstruction

This measurement became possible in CMS thanks to innovative trigger in 2018 data taking. This is the 

BParking trigger which collected and storage 10 billion unbiased b-hadron decays. 
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Reconstruction of events for R(K) measurement:

main features
Standard full reconstruction of b-hadron in CMS: 

- Combine leptons with tracks

- Special procedure for reconstruction of low pt electrons

- 3 BDT for final selection
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The Br.fr. Measurement and R(K) final results

From simultaneous fit (minimizing likelihood function of 1/R(K):
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LFU in semileptonic b-hadron decays

In the SM bc (e, , ) l transition is mediated with the same lepton-boson coupling. 

Differences in Br.fr’s is due to different lepton masses.

 SL decays are sensitive probes of LFU which can be violated by several BSM 

theories (extended Higgs sector, extended gauge sector, leptoquarks, …).  

There is no direct evidence for BSM particles 

but they could contribute to SM through virtual processes. 
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Anomalies in R(Hc)

3 tension 

with SM

In recent years bc  has been studied by Belle, BaBar, Belle2, LHCb
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R(J/) = 

Br(Bc+  J/ +  | ++) / Br(Bc+  J/ +)

Can be measured only at LHC. 

At CMS it is easy to collect such events thanks to 3-muon trigger 

but very hard experimental analysis due to missing neutrinos. 

SM prediction=0.2582(38) 

LHCb measured R(J/psi) = 0.71 +- 0.17 +- 0.18 

Both channels have similar visible final state ( 3 muons ) and therefore can be 

reconstructed in the same way and simultaneously fitted.

The analysis feature: one should separate between 3 neutrinos channel (numerator) 

and 1 neutrino channel (denominator) 

 use kinematic observable q2=(pBc-pJ/)2

Where we approximate Bc+ 4-momentum by pBc = (MBc/Mreco) * preco
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R(J/) = 

Br(Bc+  J/ +  | ++) / Br(Bc+  J/ +)

Variables to separate signals and backgrounds:  
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The first CMS result on R(Hc) 

R(J/) = Br(Bc+  J/ +  | ++) / Br(Bc+  J/ +)

Results of the fit (selected plots):

Systematics is dominated by 

Bc+ semileptonic decay

form factors

Compatible with SM within 0.3  ,

with LHCb - within 1.3 

R(J/) = 0.17  0.33 = 
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CMS:  Search for charge-lepton flavor violating   3
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 Many New-Physics models predict Br.fr. enhancement

 Previous searches were performed by 

Belle[1], BaBar[2], LHCb[3], ATLAS[4] 

 Most stringent limit by Belle[1]: Br.fr < 2.1 10-8 @90%CL

 New CMS analysis: search for   3 in a sample of ’s produced in D and B decays 

as well as in W  using data collected in 2017-18 (138 fb-1) 

Normalization channel 

Ds+  +  (+-)+
9 categories:

 3 categories by mass resolution due to different muon rapidity;

 then train BDT discriminator using vertex and muon qualities;

output for each resolution category divided into 3 subcategories

 ML fit performed simultaneously on the 6 categories



CMS:     Search for   3

(14)No excess is observed in the signal region

CMS-PAS-BPH-21-005

 from heavy flavor



CMS:     Search for   3
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No excess is observed in the signal region

CMS-PAS-BPH-21-005

 from W



CMS:     Search for   3

Results:    
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Extracted (expected) UL @ 90% CL: 

Br(  3) < 2.9 (2.4) x 10-8

CMS-PAS-BPH-21-005

Combination with 2016 

result gives:



Summary Although designed for high-pt physics, 

CMS is good experiment for heavy flavor physics 

where one can also search for BSM physics (LFV)
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- New results from CMS on Lepton Flavor (Unification) Violation : 
1) - the first measurement from Bparking data set 

- statistics is limited by electron channel, 

- will be improved with RUN 3 data 

2) - the first test of LFV using bc   transition  

- R(J/) = 0.17  0.33 

- compatible with SM within 0.3  and with LHCb - within 1.3 

- Search for charged lepton flavor violating decay   3

no excess observed, UL set: Br.fr.  < 2.9 x10-8 @90% CL. 

CMS will continue to test the SM prediction in LFV sector.  
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